
焼き餃子
Yaki Gyoza

Preparation:

Gyoza Filling

Gyoza Filling:

Cooking the Dumplings:

Making the Dipping Sauce:

Making the Dumplings:

Other Ingredients:

Gyoza Sauce:

Gyoza is a type of Japanese dumpling often filled with cabbage, onions, and ground meat like 
pork or chicken.  Vegetarian gyoza are also popular with tofu, edamame, or mushrooms being 
common ingredients.  One of the most popular and widely known Japanese foods, Gyoza can 
be prepared in a variety of ways like steamed or deep fried. This recipe calls for the gyoza to 
be pan-fried ergo Yaki Gyoza, “Yaki” meaning “grilled, boiled, or pan-fried.”

1) Grate garlic and ginger root
2) Knead the ground pork or whatever protein you 
    are using in a bowel until the mixture becomes 
    sticky and gooey
3) Add the soy sauce, sugar, pepper, sake, sesame 
    oil, potato starch, grated garlic, grated ginger and 
    oyster sauce and mix thoroughly 
4) Chop the cabbage leaves into small 1/8 inch pieces
5) Chop the onion into similar sized pieces as 
    the cabbage
6) Then add the chopped cabbage, onions, and 
    garlic chives to your meat mixture and lightly stir   
    until evenly mixed
7) Cover the bowl with plastic wrap and then put it in 
     the fridge for at least 30 mins to make all the 
     ingredients’ flavors blend well together 

1) In a frying pan, on medium heat, pour some sesame oil in the pan and place the gyoza in the pan making  
     sure there’s a little space between each gyoza so they don’t stick together
2) Next pour some boiling water over them until they are half submerged 
3) Then put a lid on it and cook over medium-high heat for about 5-6 mins. This pan fries the gyoza on the 
     bottom, by making it crispy while simultaneously cooking the rest of the gyoza by steaming
4) When the water has evaporated and started to sizzle, remove the lid and add some more sesame oil 
     between each gyoza and replace the lid. Cook for 1-2 more minutes
5) When the bottom of the gyoza becomes golden brown, turn off the burner, plate and enjoy 
     with your gyoza sauce

1) Put the black vinegar and soy sauce in 
the bowl and stir lightly

recipe taken from 
cookingwithdog.com

1) Sprinkle a baking sheet with all-purpose flour      
     to keep the gyoza from sticking (also this will   
     give the gyoza some extra crispness)
2) Scoop the dumpling filling onto the middle of 
     the wrapper 
3) Then wet the edges of the wrapper with 
     water and begin pleating the gyoza on one  
     side by folding the wrapper in half with the 
     filing still inside
4) Fill the entire baking sheet as you want with    
     your gyoza

• 120g ground pork (or sub other protein)
• 100g cabbage leaves 
• 50g onions
• 50g garlic chives 
• 1/2 tbsp soy sauce
• 1/2 tsp sugar
• 1 tbsp sake
• 1/2 tbsp sesame oil
• 1 tbsp potato starch
• 1 tsp grated garlic
• 1 tsp grated ginger
• 1/2 tbsp oyster sauce

• 25 gyoza wrappers
• 1 tbsp sesame oil
• all-purpose flour for dusting

• 1 tbsp black vinegar or regular vinegar
• 1 tsp soy sauce
• 1 tsp sesame oil (optional)


